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In this issue:
Get your blog program off the ground, DIY style guides, the parts of speech (grammar alert!) and more.
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RING IN THE NEW YEAR WITH A BLOG PLAN
THAT STICKS
January is a time for all kinds of resolutions. Will moving your blog program plans off the
backburner be one of them?
Blogging is one of the most effective ways to build an audience, promote your brand or get
found through Google. No wonder, then, that blogs were the top business-to-business (B2B)
content marketing tactic in 2020, pulling ahead of social media which held that position in
2019.1 Sites with blogs generate 97 percent more backlinks than ones without,2 and blogs
can boost search rankings by 400 percent or more.3
https://app.constantcontact.com/pages/campaigns/email-details/details/activity/517997db-5112-40e9-9237-4e1e4ef9f5ff
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For most organizations, the key to establishing a successful blog program is knowing where
to start and how to lay the foundation for longevity. These strategies can help:
Build around key themes
You know your business objectives for the coming period. Treat those as themes to write about, and identify
related topics that will interest your audiences and support your key messages. It’s worth the effort: 71
percent of B2B buyers read blogs as part of their customer journey.4 Having a deﬁned set of themes will give
you a backbone of stories for your program.
Set deadlines you can hit
It’s more important to publish regularly than often. Set realistic deadlines with work-back schedules that
budget time to interview, write, review, proof and post.
Pick formats your readers will respond to
“How tos” help customers and prospects solve problems and are the most popular format by far.5 List blogs
provide handy references. Question-and-answer formats are a quick way to outline your position on a
complex topic. Choosing a few consistent approaches will help harden your workﬂow into a repeatable
process.
Choose the right “spokespeople”
Blogs show your organization’s thought leadership — which means you need a stable of thought leaders to
provide perspective and who are comfortable posting under their own names. Pick people whose knowledge
is authentically connected to your themes and topics.
Measure to see what works
You don’t need sophisticated metrics to start. Even basic stats on total views per post will help reveal which
topics and formats work best with your target readers. Track where they go after reading a blog entry: do they
stay on your site or leave? Embed compelling calls to action in your blogs that drive to your site content.
Blogs continue to yield results for companies that commit to them, whether the goal is brand promotion,
audience growth or building search equity. If you need assistance or want to discuss further, don’t hesitate to
email us.
1 Content Marketing Institute. 11th Annual B2B Content Marketing Benchmarks, Budgets and Trends. 2020.
2 Optinmonster. “Ultimate List of Blogging Statistics and Facts”. December 2020.
3 TechJury. “27 Important Blogging Statistics Every Blogger Should Know in 2020”. June 2020.
4 LinkedIn Sales and Marketing Solutions EMEA Blog. “B2B buyers have spoken: here’s what they want from your content
marketing”. April 2018.
5 Orbit Media Studios. “New Blogging Statistics: Blogging still works, especially for the 10% of bloggers who do things very
differently...”. 2020.

style watch*
A GUIDE TO STYLE GUIDES
If you’ve ever found yourself staring at a screen
trying to decide if you should use title case for a
heading or go with “centre” vs. “center”, you might
want to consider a style guide.
Style guides specify how to treat everything from punctuation
and spelling to numbers and formatting. They’re great tools
for ensuring consistency across your content — and help
prevent arguments over optional points of style. (Some
people have very strong opinions about serial commas.)
There are lots of readymade style guides you can choose
from, such as The Canadian Style, the Chicago Manual of
Style and the Associated Press Stylebook. Some
organizations create their own style guides speciﬁc to their corporate voice, tone and brand, laying out key
conventions — e.g., “We use contractions to be conversational,” or, “We always use our full company name,
never a short form.”
When creating a custom style guide, there a few best practices to keep in mind:
https://app.constantcontact.com/pages/campaigns/email-details/details/activity/517997db-5112-40e9-9237-4e1e4ef9f5ff
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Build on a base
Rather than reinvent the wheel, you could choose an existing published style guide as your foundation and
create a lightweight custom add-on to address topics unique to your organization.
Keep it short
The shorter your style guide is, the likelier people will be to use it. Focus on what’s relevant for your
organization (e.g., a manufacturer may need detail on how to cite product specs while a mental health
organization might emphasize inclusive language). Try to avoid lengthy explanations.
Make it scannable
Include quick reference checklists so team members can scan for key guidelines on terminology, spelling,
etc.
Update it
Review your style guide at least every couple of years to stay aligned with how your company and brand are
evolving, and as wider best practices (such as web standards) change. Treat it as a living document.
Have questions about creating a corporate style guide? We’re just an email away.

content matters*
HELPING PHYSICIANS CARE FOR THEMSELVES
Even before COVID-19, physicians were vulnerable
to burnout, depression and other health challenges.
The pandemic has only intensiﬁed the risks. To help
physicians maintain their own wellbeing, the
Canadian Medical Association launched the
Physician Wellness Hub in Fall 2020. Its 275
resources on 22 topics provide strategies for building
personal resilience and for launching wellness
programs in healthcare environments. Ascribe was
proud to contribute to this important project, editing a
signiﬁcant portion of the Hub's content for
consistency of tone and style.

shout-out*
A NETWORK THAT'S OUT OF THIS WORLD
We’ve had clients in far-ﬂung places before, but never as far as... the moon. That’s
where Nokia technology is heading next year after NASA tapped the company to help
build the ﬁrst-ever lunar cellular network. Applying innovations developed at Nokia Bell
Labs, the self-conﬁguring LTE network will support command and control, lunar rover
guidance, high-deﬁnition video streaming and more. We may not have ﬂying cars yet,
but could we soon be taking video calls from the moon?

practice point*
PARTS DEPARTMENT: WHAT SENTENCES ARE MADE OF
Chances are the parts of speech are a distant memory from
your schooldays. If you’ve forgotten the difference between a
preposition and an adverb, here’s a quick refresher:
https://app.constantcontact.com/pages/campaigns/email-details/details/activity/517997db-5112-40e9-9237-4e1e4ef9f5ff
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The glow intensified.
Let’s start with the basics: “glow” is a noun — a word for a person,
place, thing or concept. “Intensiﬁed” is a verb — an action word.

The glow in the alley intensified slowly.
“In” is a preposition — a word that says where things happen. “The” is
an article (aka “determiner”) that indicates the thing being referred to.
“Slowly” is an adverb that qualiﬁes the action, describing how the glow
intensiﬁed. (An adverb can also qualify an adjective.)

The glow in the alley intensified slowly as the rusty dumpster burned
fiercely.
“Rusty” is an adjective that tells more about the noun “dumpster”.

The glow in the alley intensified slowly as the rusty dumpster burned
fiercely and brightly. “Good riddance!” she said.
“And” is a conjunction — a joining word (as celebrated in this famous Schoolhouse Rocks video,
Conjunction Junction). “Good riddance!” is an interjection — a word or phrase that adds ﬂavour or emotion
but isn’t required to understand the sentence. “She” is a pronoun — a word that takes the place of a noun.
Knowing the parts of speech can help you avoid errors and write with variety and conﬁdence.

pop*
NETFLIX GOES BACK TO THE FUTURE WITH LINEAR
PROGRAMMING
After reinventing the viewer experience by letting us watch content
anywhere, anytime, Netﬂix is moving into “linear programming”, where
viewers tune in to a speciﬁc show at a speciﬁc time... just like TV used
to be. The move comes in the face of increasing competition for
viewer attention. While Netﬂix is still Canadians’ ﬁrst choice, 25 other
streaming services are doing their algorithmic best to draw eyeballs to
their content instead.
In a country like France, where audiences still prefer the traditional TV
experience, the linear option could be a shrewd differentiator. That’s where Netﬂix’s ﬁrst linear offering,
“Netﬂix Direct”, rolled out in December. Subscribers will see a selection of local and international ﬁlm and TV
at scheduled times.
For Netﬂix, it’s a low-risk, potentially high-reward move — exportable to other countries without requiring
investment in new content if it works. For viewers, it reduces decision fatigue. One in ﬁve streamers gives up
when they can’t make up their mind, compared to 58 percent of pay TV subscribers who are likelier to park
the TV on their favourite channel and leave it there for hours. It seems Netﬂix is hoping to be the new
favourite place to park your browser.

moments in storytelling*
This is where we look back at some of the big milestones in storytelling history. If you're interested in learning
more about our take on stories, check out our Story Book.

With the U.S. presidential inauguration fast approaching, we look back
at some tales of smooth — and not-so-smooth — transitions of power:
2013–2018
Ruthless politician Frank Underwood schemes his way to the presidency in
Netﬂix’s House of Cards — until both the plot and Kevin Spacey’s legal troubles
bring things to an abrupt end.
1605
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William Shakespeare’s The Tragedy of Macbeth captivates audiences with the
story of a man’s blood-soaked rise from general to thane to king — and how
paranoia, guilt, ghosts and prophecies lead to his ultimate ruin.
A long time ago...
The Star Wars prequel trilogy rolls out an epic story of taxation, trade disputes and
civil war, and how one evil space wizard manipulated everything from behind the
scenes to become emperor of the entire galaxy. Well done, Senator Palpatine!

Questions? Suggestions? Send us an email. To ﬁnd out more about us, visit www.ascribeinc.ca.
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